Allah the Exalted said: [And when We intend to destroy a city, We command its affluent but they defiantly disobey therein; so the word comes into effect upon it, and We destroy it with [complete] destruction], will it hold true for the regime of as Sa’ud the thought of Ibn Khaldun while indicating the year of extinction of the rule of ruling dynasties and its cessation in “his introduction” in the saying: [However, the state is often not more than three generations old … and these three generations are 120 years old and the states often do not surpass this approximate age except however if it is offered another opponent who has lost demands, and the aged will achieve total possession and the student did not harm it and if the student had come when he found no defender (So when their time has come, they will not remain behind an hour, nor will they precede it.))

The as Sa’ud regime is an authority related to treachery, summed up by that picture that was framed above the head of Kushner and Ibn Salman, taking as much as the regime did from the era of their grandfather Abd al Aziz the English agent and until the lineage of treachery of the grandson of Ibn Salman; the leadership of the Saudi regime never stopped the ritual of humiliation for the Crusader occupier, and here is the modern era of what is worse than the landmarks of nastiness and corruption in the land of the Two Holy Places, Muhammad bin Salman rouses it with life announcing his pledge to return the Peninsula of Muhammad, may Allah’s prayer and peace be upon him, to moderate and open-minded Islam which every observer understands as “American Islam possessing a small gauge, free socially and politically and economically from the bondage of absolute servitude to Allah, glorified and exalted is He. Since when did the “Lineage of Treachery” assume position of protector of his father’s reign? He and his father undertook a number of destructive alienation projects for contractual constants, and what Western analysts and journalists specializing in Middle Eastern issues claims it is stripping off the clothes of religious piety of the country, and replacing it with secular dress in its place, then a sudden assault by the makers of dau’ and the schoolars under the name of fighting terrorism, and their opening of the King Salman Complex for The Noble Prophet’s Hadith, except that one of the biggest things they went from it is to change the turht of Islam which was the first matter for Muhammad, may Allah’s prayer and peace be upon him, and the “British Guardian: mentioned that the goal of the Comples is to delete the original and fundamental hadiths, and as Sa’ud mentioned taht is a decision to review taht noble hadiths aims to reveal the lying concepts regarding the messenger, may Allah’s prayer and peace be upon him, and confronting extremism, and among its goals is to eliminate the texts which are contradictory to Islami!! The features of normalization with the Zionist staelet are not far from us.
On the level of good things the Land of the Two Holy Places owed to the Ummah in general, in the last visit of Ibn Salman to the mother of malice America, more than 700 billion have been milked from reserves.
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